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Introduction

application of Deterministic Network Calculus to a real NoC
results presented in [2]
slides have been presented at ERTSS 2018
new slides done for WoNeCa
augmented with on-going works (no peer review, done at
airport during connection...)
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Kalray architecture

A 256-cores chip [4]
torus topology
16 tiles
16 “simple” cores per
tile
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Kalray Network Adapter

Figure 2: MPPAR©-256 D-NoC Tx structure.

Figure 3: Flow constrained by a (σ, ρ) model.

so flows interfere on a node only if they share a link to the
next node. This interface performs a round-robin (RR) arbi-
tration at the packet granularity between the FIFO queues
that contain data to send on a link (Figure 4). The NoC
routers have thus been designed for simplicity while induc-
ing a minimal amount of perturbations on (σ, ρ) flows.

Figure 4: MPPAR©-256 NoC router model.

An additional benefit of the router design comes from
the association of a unique FIFO queue with each source-
destination pair. The resulting decoupling of flows and their
interaction makes the overflow of the queues on a closed
NoC circuit a necessary condition for the appearance of net-
work deadlocks. By preventing every single FIFO queue

from overflowing through NoC configuration, we eliminate
the possibility of deadlocks. It is thus not necessary to resort
to specific routing techniques such as turn-models.

2. MPPAR© D-NOC CALCULUS
The goal of the MPPAR© D-NoC calculus is to compute the

(σ,ρ) injection parameters for flows that have already been
assigned routes on the D-NoC. These parameters should
guarantee: the application minimal bandwidth requirements;
the absence of FIFO queue overflow in the D-NoC routers;
and the fairness of bandwidth allocation between the differ-
ent flows. The key MPPAR© D-NoC architectural features
that make applicable a (σ,ρ) calculus are:

• Packets are transmitted one after the other over any
link, so we avoid the aggregation issues implied by the
(min,+) network calculus: when leaky-buckets flows
are FIFO-multiplexed in rate-latency network elements,
the service curves offered to a single flow are not nec-
essarily themselves rate-latency curves [12];

• The packetization effects are taken care of by consid-
ering a suitable rate-latency type of service that is
offered by the link arbiters; precisely, the latency is
dlf = (ml − 1)Lmax (see below) and the rate is 1;

• The link arbiters are work-conserving and the NoC
injection scheme may be considered as a special case
of weighted fair queueing (WF2Q) [9].

2.1 General Problem Formulation

2.1.1 Variables and Constraints

On the MPPAR© D-NoC, the only variables considered are
the injection rates ρi associated with the bandwidth limiters
of each flow. Indeed, the window sizes are considered fixed,
thereby giving a direct relation between ρi and its corre-
sponding σi = ρi(1− ρi)Tw. The constraints applied to the
flow rates are all direct consequences of either the problem
statement or the architectural features of the D-NoC:

• Application constraints: some flows require a minimal
injection rate ρmin

i ≤ ρi.
• Link capacity constraints:

∑
f∈F (l) ρf ≤ 1 for any link

l shared by a set of flows F (l). Over-booking of links
may not occur as this will result in saturation of the
FIFO queues.

• Queue backlog constraints:
∑
f∈F (q) σ

l
f ≤ Qsize for

any FIFO queue q in front of the router arbiter of link
l, with Qsize the maximum FIFO size and F (q) the set
of flows sharing the queue.

These constraints are local and only apply to specific net-
work elements: flows, links and FIFO queues. We collect
all these constraints in order to obtain a formulation whose
solutions yields the D-NoC injection parameters. While
the link capacity constraints are straightforward, the queue
backlog constraints require more attention to details. Flows
coming from different directions and sharing the same link
for their next hop will trigger a link access round-robin arbi-
tration. A consequence of this is that their individual bursti-
ness may increase. It should be noted that when two flows

8 channels [4]
explicit communications
per channel traffic limiter
(token-bucket)

⇒ HW support for latency
computation
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An additional benefit of the router design comes from
the association of a unique FIFO queue with each source-
destination pair. The resulting decoupling of flows and their
interaction makes the overflow of the queues on a closed
NoC circuit a necessary condition for the appearance of net-
work deadlocks. By preventing every single FIFO queue

from overflowing through NoC configuration, we eliminate
the possibility of deadlocks. It is thus not necessary to resort
to specific routing techniques such as turn-models.

2. MPPAR© D-NOC CALCULUS
The goal of the MPPAR© D-NoC calculus is to compute the

(σ,ρ) injection parameters for flows that have already been
assigned routes on the D-NoC. These parameters should
guarantee: the application minimal bandwidth requirements;
the absence of FIFO queue overflow in the D-NoC routers;
and the fairness of bandwidth allocation between the differ-
ent flows. The key MPPAR© D-NoC architectural features
that make applicable a (σ,ρ) calculus are:

• Packets are transmitted one after the other over any
link, so we avoid the aggregation issues implied by the
(min,+) network calculus: when leaky-buckets flows
are FIFO-multiplexed in rate-latency network elements,
the service curves offered to a single flow are not nec-
essarily themselves rate-latency curves [12];

• The packetization effects are taken care of by consid-
ering a suitable rate-latency type of service that is
offered by the link arbiters; precisely, the latency is
dlf = (ml − 1)Lmax (see below) and the rate is 1;

• The link arbiters are work-conserving and the NoC
injection scheme may be considered as a special case
of weighted fair queueing (WF2Q) [9].

2.1 General Problem Formulation

2.1.1 Variables and Constraints

On the MPPAR© D-NoC, the only variables considered are
the injection rates ρi associated with the bandwidth limiters
of each flow. Indeed, the window sizes are considered fixed,
thereby giving a direct relation between ρi and its corre-
sponding σi = ρi(1− ρi)Tw. The constraints applied to the
flow rates are all direct consequences of either the problem
statement or the architectural features of the D-NoC:

• Application constraints: some flows require a minimal
injection rate ρmin

i ≤ ρi.
• Link capacity constraints:

∑
f∈F (l) ρf ≤ 1 for any link

l shared by a set of flows F (l). Over-booking of links
may not occur as this will result in saturation of the
FIFO queues.

• Queue backlog constraints:
∑
f∈F (q) σ

l
f ≤ Qsize for

any FIFO queue q in front of the router arbiter of link
l, with Qsize the maximum FIFO size and F (q) the set
of flows sharing the queue.

These constraints are local and only apply to specific net-
work elements: flows, links and FIFO queues. We collect
all these constraints in order to obtain a formulation whose
solutions yields the D-NoC injection parameters. While
the link capacity constraints are straightforward, the queue
backlog constraints require more attention to details. Flows
coming from different directions and sharing the same link
for their next hop will trigger a link access round-robin arbi-
tration. A consequence of this is that their individual bursti-
ness may increase. It should be noted that when two flows

virtual cut-through
forwarding
round-robin arbitration
buffers large enough to store
several messages
wormhole switching ⇒ back
pressure in case of buffer
overflow
link throughput: one flit per
cycle
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Why the NoC fits NC

assume static routing
static number of flows
traffic limiter ⇒ token-bucket arrival curve
round-robin arbiter ⇒ RR residual service
avoid buffer overflow ⇒ no wormhole back-pressure

how to avoid buffer overflow ?

reduces load (burst and rate of token-bucket)
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Flow modelling

Obvious:
traffic limiter is token-bucket shaper
⇒ arrival curve γr ,b

output link has maximal capacity of one flit per cycle
⇒ arrival curve λ1

take minimum of both
Rq: burst must be sufficient to send one packet

λ1

b
γr ,b

> lmax
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Router modelling: principles

Round-Robin betwen queues
FIFO between flows in the same queue
but FIFO/RR can be approximated per blind arbiter also

Modeling principles
1 Residual service per queue (RR or blind)
2 FIFO per flow in queue
3 or Blind per flow
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Router modelling: full picture

q1

q2
β123

A1 D1A2 D2

A3 D3

q1 β1A1 D2

q1 β12
A1 D1A2 D2

3Blind

Round-Robin
1

Blind

2

FI
FO
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Round Robin arbiter

Round-Robin residual service

βRR
i = βRi ,L6=i L6=i =

∑
j 6=i

Lmax
j Ri = lmin

i
lmin
i + L6=i

(1)

L6=i

R i

Blind multiplexing

βBlind
i =

β −∑
j 6=i

αj

+

↑

(2)

Depending on load, packet sizes, βRR
i and βBlind

i incomparable
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FIFO results

local global delay (TFA-like)

βg−FIFO
i = δd d = d

( n∑
i=1

αi , β

)
the θ result: for all θ > 0

βθ−FIFO
i =

β −∑
j 6=i

αj ∗ δθ

+

↑

∧ δθ

the specific case of linear curves (token-bucket γri ,bi and
rate-latency βR,T )

βl−FIFO
i = βRi ,Ti Ri = R −

∑
j 6=i

rj Ti = T +
∑

j 6=i bj

R (3)

LP: transformation into linear-programming problem, exact
result
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The specific case of constant size packets

Smaller arrival curve

Packet size

Bigger service curve

Considering packets of constant size
better arrival curves
better service curves

On-going work, not presented in [2].
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A linear model

Principle:
consider token-bucket arrival curves
per queue residual service: either RR or blind residual service
per queue residual service: FIFO result for linear curves
per flow shaping
delay by SFA algorithm

Resolution:
a linear programming problem
goals

chose routing
maximise per flow rate (while ensuring fairness)
avoid buffer overflow
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Local delays

Assume that:
routing is done
flow parameters are set

Resolution: adaptation of an AFDX tool
per queue residual service: either RR or blind residual service
per flow residual service: the aggregate queue delay (TFA-like)
per group link shaping
with arrival and service curves

linear model
constant packet size enhancement, not presented in [2]
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LP approach

Assume that:
routing is done
flow parameters are set

Resolution:
per queue residual service: either RR or blind residual service
computed from local delay tool
per flow residual service: resolution by LP problem, exact
solution
interfering flow arrival curves: linear model, from local delay
tool
no shaping

On-going work, not presented in [2].
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SFA approach

Assume that:
routing is done
flow parameters are set

Resolution: adaptation of an AFDX tool
per queue q residual service: either RR or blind residual
service βq

per flow residual service: βθ−FIFO with
θ = sup { t | βq(t) = 0 }
constant packet size enhancement
end-to-end convolution
βNoC = βθ−FIFO

q1 ∗ βθ−FIFO
q2 ∗ · · · ∗ βθ−FIFO

qn
with q1, q2 . . . qn the sequence of crossed queues.

On-going work, not presented in [2].
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First experiment: test case

Example from [3]
Four flows f1, . . . , f4

Maximum packet size:
17flits
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First experiment: Results
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Second experiment: test case

Example from [1]
Six flows f1, . . . , f4

Maximum packet size:
50flits (unrealistic)
Very small rate
Comparaison with Recursive
Calculus
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Second experiment: Results
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Third experiment: Results

Same as previous
Except higher rate (full link use) and smaller bursts
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Conclusion

No clear conclusion can be done from only 3 examples with 4-6
flows, but...

NoC can provide guaranteed service
Modelling shaping is important
Modelling packet size may improve
More work still to be done
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